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(54) THREADED JOINT FOR OIL WELL PIPE

(57) In the prior art, only the case where the contact
is made on the stabbing flank face 31B is estimated and
hence, the prior art has a drawback that when a highly
concentrated load acts on the load flank face 30P of the
threaded portion on the pin pipe end side, the concen-
trated load cannot be decreased.

In a premium joint, a pitch change is made such that
an internally-thread pitch 20B has the same value as an
externally-thread pitch 20P from a thread end portion on
a box 1 end side to a pitch change position (PCP) taken
on a box center side with respect to a position away from
the thread end portion by 1/2 of an entire length of the
threaded portion, and the internally-thread pitch is
changed to a value less than the externally-thread pitch
at the pitch change position (PCP) so that a thread gap
10 is gradually decreased from the pitch change position
to a position (PCP) of the thread end portion on the box
center side, and the thread gap is eventually set to a
value which is 0.2 to 0.8 times as large as the thread gap
10 before the pitch change is made.
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Description

Technical field

[0001] The present invention relates to a threaded joint for oil country tubular goods having excellent galling resistance,
and more particularly to a threaded j oint for oil country tubular goods having excellent galling resistance which is suitable
for the connection of steel pipes such as an OCTG (oil country tubular goods) which include, in the same category,
tubings or casings used for search and production of an oil well or a gas well in general, riser pipes or line pipes.

Background Art

[0002] A threaded joint has been popularly used for connecting steel pipes used in an oil-producing industrial facility
such as oil country tubular goods. In connecting steel pipes used for search and production of oil or gas, conventionally,
a standard threaded joint which is stipulated in API (American Petroleum Institute) has been typically used. However,
recently, deepening of a well for crude oil or a natural gas has progressed and the number of horizontal wells and inclined
wells instead of vertical wells has been increasing and hence, the drilling and production environment has become
difficult. Further, the number of wells developed in an extremely challenging environment such as oceans and polar
regions has been increasing and hence, the performances which threaded joints have to achieve are diversified including
compression resistance, bending resistance, and sealability against external pressure(external pressure resistance). In
view of the above, the number of cases where a special threaded joint having high performances which is referred to
as "premium joint" is being used has increased, and a demand for the improvement of performances of the special
threaded joint has been also increased more and more.
[0003] A premium joint is a coupling-type joint where externally-threaded members (hereinafter referred to as "pins")
each of which includes a tapered thread, a seal portion (to be more specific, a metal to metal seal portion) and a shoulder
portion (to be more specific, a torque shoulder portion) and is formed on a pipe end portion, and a internally-threaded
member which includes tapered threads, seal portions (to be more specific, metal to metal seal portions) and shoulder
portions (to be more specific, torque shoulder portions) and connects the pins to each other (hereinafter referred to as
"box") are jointed to each other. The tapered threads are important for firmly fixing the pipe joint, the seal portions play
a role of ensuring air tightness by bringing the box and the pins into metal contact at such portions, and the shoulder
portions form a shoulder surfaces which play a role of stoppers during fastening of the joint.
[0004] Fig. 4 is schematic explanatory views showing a conventional example of a premium joint for an oil country
tubular goods use. Fig. 4 is also longitudinal cross-sectional views of a threaded joint of a circular pipe (a cross-sectional
view where a pipe axis extends in the cross section). The threaded joint includes pins 3 and a box 1 corresponding to
the pins 3. On an outer surface thereof, the pin 3 has an externally-threaded portion 7 and a nose portion (also referred
to as a pin nose) 8 which is an elongated portion formed adjacent to the externally-threaded portion 7 and has no threads
on a tip end side of the pin 3. The nose portion 8 has a seal portion (to be more specific, a metal to metal seal portion)
11 on an outer peripheral surface thereof, and a shoulder portion 12 on an end surface thereof. On an inner surface
thereof, the box 1 corresponding to the pins 3 has internally-threaded portions 5, seal portions 13 and shoulder portions
14 which are portions being threadedly engaged with or brought into contact with the externally threaded portions 7, the
seal portions 11 and the shoulder portions 12 of the pins 3 respectively.
[0005] With respect to respective thread ridges formed on the pins 3 and respective thread roots formed on the box
1 corresponding to the thread ridges formed on the pins 3, a face on an opposite side to a pin pipe end (box end side)
is referred to as a load flank face 30 (P being affixed to the load flank face 30 on a pin side and B being affixed to the
load flank face 30 on a box side), and a face on a pin pipe end side (a box center side) is referred to as a stabbing flank
face 31 (P being affixed to the stabbing flank face 31 on a pin side and B being affixed to the stabbing flank face 31 on
a box side).
[0006] In the conventional example shown in Fig.4, the seal portion 11 is formed on a tip end portion of the pin 3, and
desired seal performance can be realized by imparting an appropriate fastening torque. However, the fastening torque
is influenced by a lubrication condition, a surface property and the like. As a design of a threaded joint which does not
largely depend on these factors, there has been known a radial-directional seal method (also referred to as a radial seal
type) where a radial directional component of a seal contact pressure is relatively increased.
[0007] With respect to the point where the seal portion is provided at a portion different from the shoulder portion, the
radial-seal-type threaded joint is substantially equal to the conventional threaded joint having the seal portion on the tip
end portion of the pin.
[0008] The threaded portions of the threaded joint are not uniformly threadedly engaged with each other so that a
concentrated load is generated at a thread end portion in general, and galling occurs when the concentrated load is
excessively large.
[0009] As a prior art relating to this point, in patent literature 1, there is the description where a concentrated load is
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generated on stabbing flank faces of both end portions of a screw, and a countermeasure to cope with galling at the
end portions of the box is particularly important. Accordingly, in the above-mentioned prior art, a concentrated load is
decreased in such a manner that the stabbing flank faces 31 are formed by cutting with a pitch slightly increased only
in a last pass or in several last passes in thread forming while keeping a pitch of load flank faces 30 at a fixed value so
that a gap is formed between both stabbing flank faces 31B and 31P.

Citation List

Patent Literature

[0010] PTL 1: JP-A-2001-21072

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem

[0011] However, in the threaded joint having the shoulder portions 12 and 14, when the shoulder portions 12 and 14
which form shoulder faces playing a role of stopper are brought into contact with each other during the fastening operation,
a contact reaction force in the axial direction (meaning the pipe axis direction) acts on the load flank face 30P of the
threaded portion on a pin pipe end side and hence, a largest axial reaction force is generated on the load flank face 30P
of the threaded portion on the pin pipe end side. However, in the above-mentioned prior art, only the case where the
contact is made on the stabbing flank face 31B is estimated and hence, the prior art has a drawback that when a highly
concentrated load acts on the load flank face 30P of the threaded portion on the pin pipe end side, the concentrated
load cannot be decreased.

Solution to Problem

[0012] The inventors of the present invention have made various studies to overcome the above-mentioned drawback,
have found that a contact reaction force with a threaded portion on a pin pipe end side can be decreased by properly
setting a thread pitch on a box center side so that galling can be prevented, and have arrived at the present invention
based on such finding.
[0013] The present invention has the following technical features.

(1) A threaded joint for oil country tubular goods having excellent galling resistance which includes:

pins each of which occupies a pipe end portion of a steel pipe for an oil country tubular goods, and includes a
externally -threaded portion, a nose portion which extends toward a pipe end side from the externally-threaded
portion, and a shoulder portion forming a distal end of the nose portion; and
a box which includes internally-threaded portions each forming a threaded portion by being threadedly joined
with the externally-threaded portion, and shoulder portions which are brought into contact with the shoulder
portions of the pins,
the pins and the box being joined to each other by the threaded joining so that portions between the threaded
portions and the shoulder portions are brought into metal-to-metal contact with each other thus forming seal
portions at the contact portions, and
the shoulder portions of the pins and the shoulder portions of the box forming shoulder faces which are brought
into contact with each other at the time of fastening the threaded joint, wherein
a pitch change is made such that a internally-thread pitch has the same value as a externally-thread pitch from
a thread end portion on a box end side to a pitch change position taken on a box center side with respect to a
position away from the thread end portion by 1/2 of an entire length of the threaded portion, and the internally-
thread pitch is changed to a value less than the externally-thread pitch at the pitch change position so that a
thread gap is gradually decreased from the pitch change position to a position of the thread end portion on the
box center side, and the thread gap is eventually set to a value which is 0.2 to 0.8 times as large as the thread
gap before the pitch change is made,
where the definition of the thread gap is as follows:

The thread gap is a distance in a pipe axis direction between stabbing flank faces which face each other
within a complete fitting range of the threaded portions of the pin and the box in a state where load flank
faces which face each other on a box end side contact with each other with no gap therebetween within
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the complete fitting range of the threaded portions of the pin and the box.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0014] According to the present invention, by adopting the above-mentioned constitution, a concentrated load on the
threaded potion on the pin pipe end side can be decreased so that the threaded joint for oil country tubular goods having
excellent galling resistance can be acquired.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0015]

[Fig. 1] Fig. 1 is schematic explanatory views exemplifying an embodiment of the present invention.
[Fig. 2] Fig. 2 is a graph (a) exemplifying the thread gap distribution in a pipe axis direction in the present invention,
and a graph (b) exemplifying the thread pitch distribution in a pipe axis direction in the present invention.
[Fig. 3] Fig. 3 is a graph exemplifying an axial reaction force which acts on load flank faces of respective threads of
an externally-threaded portion at the time of fastening the threaded joint.
[Fig. 4] Fig. 4 is schematic explanatory views exemplifying a conventional special threaded joint.

Mode for carrying out the Invention

[0016] An embodiment of the present invention is explained by reference to Fig. 1. The threaded joint according to
the present invention has the substantially same constitution as the conventional premium joint exemplified in Fig. 4
with respect to the point that the threaded joint includes: pins 3 each of which occupies a pipe end portion of a steel pipe
2 for an oil country tubular goods, and includes a externally-threaded portion 7, a nose portion 8 which extends toward
a pipe end side from the externally-threaded portion 7, and a shoulder portion 12 forming a distal end of the nose portion
8; and a box 1 which includes internally-threaded portions 5 each forming a threaded portion by being threadedly joined
with the externally-threaded portion 7, and shoulder portions 14 which are brought into contact with the shoulder portions
12 of the pins 3, wherein the pins 3 and the box 1 are joined to each other by the threaded joining so that portions
between the threaded portions 5 and 7 and the shoulder portions 12 and 14 are brought into metal-to-metal contact with
each other thus forming seal portions 11 and 13 at the contact portions, and the shoulder portions 12 of the pins 3 and
shoulder portions 14 of the box 1 form shoulder faces which are brought into contact with each other at the time of
fastening the threaded joint (see Fig. 1(a)).
[0017] The technical feature of the present invention lies in that, in the internally-threaded portion 5, a pitch change
is made such that a internally-thread pitch 20B has the same value as an externally-thread pitch 20P from a thread end
portion on a box end side to a pitch change position PCP taken on a box center side with respect to a position away
from the thread end portion by 1/2 of an entire length of the threaded portion (see Fig. 1(b)), and the internally-thread
pitch 20B is changed to a value less than the externally-thread pitch 20P at the pitch change position PCP so that a
thread gap 10 defined above is gradually decreased from the pitch change position PCP to a position of the thread end
portion on the box center side (see Fig. 1(c)), and the thread gap is eventually set to a value which is 0.2 to 0.8 times
as large as the thread gap before the pitch change is made.
[0018] By performing the above-mentioned pitch change, as shown in Fig. 1(c), after the pitch change is made (on a
pin pipe end side with respect to the pitch change position PCP), the load flank face 30B gradually shifts toward a box
end side as the position of a portion in the threaded portion approaches close to the pin pipe end and, as the result, the
thread gap 10 is gradually decreased. Along with the decrease of the thread gap 10, a gap 32 is formed between the
load flank faces 30P and 30B which face each other. The closer the position of a portion in the threaded portion approaches
to the pin pipe end, the larger the gap 32 becomes and hence, there arises an effect that a contact face pressure which
acts on the load flank face 30P on a pin pipe end side is decreased (a face pressure decreasing effect). Accordingly, a
concentrated load which acts on the load flank face 30P on a pin pipe end side at the time of fastening is dispersed so
that it is possible to acquire an effect of effectively decreasing the load (referred to as a load dispersing effect).
[0019] When a final value of the gradually decreased thread gap 10 exceeds 0. 8 times of the value of the thread gap
10 before the pitch change is made (in the region on the box end side with respect to the pitch change position PCP),
the above-mentioned face pressure decreasing effect becomes insufficient. On the other hand, when the final value is
less than 0.2 times of the value of the thread gap 10 before the pitch change is made, there is a possibility of the
occurrence of galling due to the interference between stabbing flank faces 31P and 31B on a pin pipe end side. Accordingly,
it is necessary to set the final value of the gradually decreased thread gap 10 to 0.2 to 0.8 times of the value of the thread
gap 10 before the pitch change is made.
[0020] When a length of a region in the pipe axis direction from the pitch change position PCP to an end of the internally-
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threaded portion 5 on a box center side (referred to as a short-pitched region) is set excessively long, there arises a
difficulty that an extremely accurate pitch change becomes necessary so that the threaded joint is not suitable for
industrial production. There also arises a difficulty that when the short-pitched region includes a wide region where no
concentrated load exists although a contact face pressure is increased only in the vicinity of a pin pipe end side, the
above-mentioned load dispersing effect becomes insufficient. In view of the above, it is necessary to set the length of
the short-pitched region to less than 1/2 of the entire length of the threaded portion.
[0021] When the length of the short-pitched region is excessively short, there is a possibility that a load diffusion effect
becomes insufficient so that a concentrated load is generated in the threaded portion outside the short-pitched region.
Accordingly, it is preferable to set the length of the short-pitched region to a length corresponding to an amount of three
ridges in terms of the number of thread ridges (an amount of three pitches in terms of the thread pitch) or more.
[0022] Fig. 2 is graphs showing one example of the pitch change according to the present invention, wherein Fig. 2(a)
is a diagram setting the relationship between the number of thread ridges which are used as indices of the distance in
the pipe axis direction from a pin pipe end side and the thread gap. Fig. 2(b) is a diagram setting the relationship between
the number of thread ridges and the pitch of internally-threads. In this embodiment, a threaded joint which is constituted
of: pins formed by applying thread cutting to end portions of a steel pipe having an outer diameter of 7-5/8" (inch) and
a wall thickness of 0.625" (inch) ; and a box corresponding to the pins is used as a subject. The pitch change position
PCP is set at the position where the number of thread ridges is 5, and the internal pitch is changed from 0.2000" (inch)
to 0.1996" (inch) at this position. The number of thread ridges over the entire length of the threaded portion is larger than 20.
[0023] With respect to the threaded joint of this embodiment (present invention example), a pipe axis reaction force
(concentrated load) which acts on a load flank face of each thread ridge portion is calculated by an FEM (finite element
method). To compare the pipe axis reaction force with a pipe axis reaction force when the pitch change is not performed
(conventional example), as shown in Fig. 3, it is understood that a concentrated load of the present invention example
is lower than the concentrated load of the conventional example, and the maximum value is halved.

Examples

[0024] With respect to a threaded joint for an oil country tubular goods which includes: pins formed by applying thread
cutting to pipe end portions of a steel pipe having an outer diameter of 9-5/8" (inch)and a wall thickness of 0.545" (inch);
and a box corresponding to the pins, and has levels of data on sizes of threaded portions shown in Table 1, a Make &
Break test in which fastening and releasing after fastening are repeatedly performed is carried out in accordance with
ISO 13679:2002. The test conditions are set such that a thread interference amount is "High" (0.305 mm), a seal
interference amount is "High" (1.016mm) and a fastening torque is "High" (50, 000 N-m). Here, the seal interference
amount is a value which is twice as large as a largest value of a size in the pipe radial direction (a value per diameter)
of a region where a portion which becomes a pin-side seal portion and a portion which becomes a box-side seal portion
interfere with each other when a pin drawing and a box drawing are overlapped to each other such that their pipe axes
and their shoulder portions agree with each other. The thread interference amount is a value which is twice as large as
a size in the pipe radial direction (a value per diameter) of a region where a portion which becomes a pin-side threaded
portion and a portion which becomes a box-side threaded portion interfere with each other in such a case.
[0025] The result of the test is shown in Table 1. As shown in Table 1, galling is not generated at any levels with
respect to the present invention examples so that the present invention examples have passed the Make & Break test.
[0026] [Table 1]
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Reference Signs List

[0027]

1: box
2: oil country tubular goods
3: pin

[Table 1]

Level 
No.

Outside short-
pitched region Entire 

length of 
threaded 
portion

Within short-pitched region

Make & 
Break test 

result
RemarksThread 

pitch
Thread 
gap G0

Thread 
pitch

Region 
length

Thread gap

Final 
value 
G1

Ratio 
G1/G0

[inch] [inch] [inch] [inch] [inch] [inch] [-]

1 0.2000 0.0040 4.500 0.1996 0.998 0.0020 0.50

Passed 
test 

through 4 
passes 
without 
galling

Present 
invention 
example

2 0.2000 0.0040 4.500 0.1997 1.997 0.0030 0.75

Passed 
test 

through 4 
passes 
without 
galling

Present 
invention 
example

3 0.2000 0.0040 4.500 0.1997 0.599 0.0009 0.23

Passed 
test 

through 4 
passes 
without 
galling

Present 
invention 
example

4 0.2000 0.0040 4.500 0.1993 0.797 0.0028 0.70

Passed 
test 

through 4 
passes 
without 
galling

Present 
invention 
example

5 0.2000 0.0040 4.500 - - 0.0040 1.00

Galling 
occurred in 

the 2nd 
pass

Comparative 
example

6 0.2000 0.0040 4.500 0.1991 0.796 0.0036 0.90

Galling 
occurred in 

the 3rd 
pass

Comparative 
example

7 0.2000 0.0040 4.500 0.1997 2.396 0.0004 0.10

Galling 
occurred in 

the 
3rdpass

Comparative 
example
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5: internally-threaded portion (box side)
7: externally-threaded portion (pin side)
8: nose portion (pin nose)
10: thread gap
11, 13: seal portion (metal to metal seal portion)
12: shoulder portion (pin side)
14: shoulder portion (box side)
20: thread pitch (auxiliary sign P means pin side, B means box side)
30: load flank face (auxiliary sign P means pin side, B means box side)
31: stabbing flank face (auxiliary sign P means pin side, B means box side)
32: gap (gap between load flank faces which face each other)
PCP: pitch change position

Claims

1. A threaded joint for oil country tubular goods having excellent galling resistance comprising:

pins each of which occupies a pipe end portion of a steel pipe for an oil country tubular goods, and includes an
externally-threaded portion, a nose portion which extends toward a pipe end side from the externally-threaded
portion, and a shoulder portion forming a distal end of the nose portion; and
a box which includes internally-threaded portions each forming a threaded portion by being threadedly joined
with the externally-threaded portion, and shoulder portions which are brought into contact with the shoulder
portions of the pins,
the pins and the box being joined to each other by the threaded joining so that portions between the threaded
portions and the shoulder portions are brought into metal-to-metal contact with each other thus forming seal
portions at the contact portions, and
the shoulder portions of the pins and the shoulder portions of the box forming shoulder faces which are brought
into contact with each other at the time of fastening the threaded joint, wherein
a pitch change is made such that a internally-thread pitch has the same value as a externally-thread pitch from
a thread end portion on a box end side to a pitch change position taken on a box center side with respect to a
position away from the thread end portion by 1/2 of an entire length of the threaded portion, and the internally-
thread pitch is changed to a value less than the externally-thread pitch at the pitch change position so that a
thread gap is gradually decreased from the pitch change position to a position of the thread end portion on the
box center side, and the thread gap is eventually set to a value which is 0.2 to 0.8 times as large as the thread
gap before the pitch change is made,
where the definition of the thread gap is as follows:

The thread gap is a distance in a pipe axis direction between stabbing flank faces which face each other
within a complete fitting range of the threaded portions of the pin and the box in a state where load flank
faces which face each other on a box end side contact with each other with no gap therebetween within
the complete fitting range of the threaded portions of the pin and the box.
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